NOR CAL DANCE ARTS

REOPENING RESPONSIBLY TOGETHER
NCDA IS COMMITTED TO OUR DANCERS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITY

Reduced Studio Class Size
Our studio will maintain a new maximum capacity inside each studio during class to guarantee a
minimum of 6 feet of personal distance between dancers during class. We have already marked all
studio floors for social distancing. Depending on in studio enrollments we may need to use a inperson and virtual class rotation schedule to ensure all dancers get an in studio experience. Of
course we will do our best to accommodate everyone safely.
Hybrid Classes
We are committed to continuing our high level of instruction both in person and virtually. All
classes will continue to be taught with personal attention and corrections.
Closed and Limited Access Areas
We will continue to limit the access to the lobby. The lobby will be open for questions and
registration only. The dancer lounge and hallways will only be available for passing. The drinking
fountains will be closed; but the water bottle filler will remain open.
Adjusted Studio Policies
Please complete our updated waiver that acknowledges your participation in-studio is welcomed
as long as you are healthy and observing social distancing protocols. To accommodate for social
distancing as well as increased cleaning procedures, please see the adjusted studio policies
posted at the front of the studio. We have also completed the Covid-19 county business
registration and preparedness plan, which is posted on the front door and in the studio.
Hands Off Corrections
For your safety, our staff will instruct dancers using verbal cues and demonstration, instead of
using hands on corrections.
Equipment Usage and Class Modifications
To ensure your safety, we will be limiting use of our equipment and barres. Any equipment or
barres used during classes will be sanitized by staff before the next class. Please leave your
personal equipment at home. To ensure the safety of all staff members and participants, outside
equipment (unless specifically requested for an intensive) will not be allowed in the studios. Water
bottles are permitted.
Studio & Equipment Sanitization
We will sanitize used equipment and studio surfaces in between every class as well as a nightly
deep clean the entire studio.
Real-Time Modifications and Communication
Our studio staff will monitor and adjust procedures to ensure we stay ahead of possible issues
during this still evolving situation. You will also continue to see a higher level of in studio and
emailed communication from us. Please make sure you are signed up to receive marketing and
news communication from us.

